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ABSTRACT 
 
Efforts have continued in the development of a quantitative crack sizing technique for detection and 
characterization of circumferential thermal-fatigue cracks - a prevalent form of damage in fossil 
power plants that predominately occurs in water walls of coal-fired supercritical plants.  This cracking 
most commonly initiates at the outside surface of the tubing on the fireside crown location and can be 
visually identified as tightly spaced parallel, horizontal cracks after the removal of coal ash deposits; 
however, current nondestructive evaluation technologies (e.g. ultrasonic, electromagnetic, potential 
drop, etc.) find it highly challenging to characterize the depth of the cracks due to their high density 
(more than 20 cracks per inch) and variable depths.  This paper details the continual development of a 
quantitative digital radiography method (developed over the past 2-3 years) that can readily size the 
depths of these cracks.  The accuracy of crack sizing has been improved through optimization of 
various radiographic parameters and the use of custom calibration blocks to calibrate the depth sizing 
locally in each radiographic image.  Recent laboratory work has been able to size cracks with an error 
of as little as +0.003 inch (0.07 mm), and reliably to within 0.015-0.020 inch (0.38-0.51 mm).  Field 
application is being performed in 2013 and the predicted crack depths are to be verified by destructive 
analysis. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The research presented is part of a demonstration project initiated by EPRI to advance the current 
state-of-the art radiographic crack depth sizing technology.  Advancements in radiographic equipment 
and transmitted X-ray intensity recording devices have begun to make the use of radiography as a 
quantitative tool for crack depth sizing a practical and competitive method.  Accuracies equal to or 
better than traditional techniques are already achievable, as will be demonstrated.  This paper is a 
continuation of the research first presented [1, 2, 3] and focuses on development of the knowledge 
gaps identified in initial stages of research.  Topics covered are as follows:  Introduction to the fundamental physics behind radiographic measurement of crack depth  Summary of the methodology and data analysis developed to more efficiently process 

radiographic data from radiographs containing calibration blocks and unknown cracks  Detailed study on optimization of calibration blocks for improved accuracy of crack depth 
sizing 

Previous research has shown great potential for the use of quantitative digital radiographic 
testing (QDRT) for sizing of circumferential, thermal fatigue cracking in water wall tubes [1].  
The term “X-ray” will be used throughout this paper for convenience and because all evaluations 
to date have been accomplished with X-ray generators; however, it is acknowledged that, with 
the proper choice of isotopes, gamma-ray radiography could be used. 
The objective of this project was to demonstrate how digital radiography can be used to measure 
the depth of tube cracks.  It is hoped that by refining the crack depth sizing methodology for this 
form of cracking, it can then be adapted to other forms of cracking in tubes and other 
components.  Based on previous work, it appears that an achievable objective of this work will 
be to develop a technique that can be used with a variety of X-ray sources and image collection 
systems that can determine the depth of circumferential thermal fatigue cracks to within +/-5% of 
the tube wall thickness for cracks that have depths within the range of 10% to 80% of wall 
thickness. 
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CIRCUMFERENTIAL THERMAL FATIGUE CRACKS 
 
A magnified image of a typical circumferential thermal fatigue crack is shown in Figure 1.  
Significant points to notice about the crack in relation to radiographic sizing are as follows: 

• The cracks are oxide filled and round tipped – typically a vee-shape in cross section. 
• These cracks have crack opening angles in the range of 12 degrees to 20 degrees. 
• The crack tip (or near crack tip) opening width of these cracks is in the range of 0.0003 to 

0.0005 inch (0.008 – 0.013mm). 
• The cracks are often straight sided with only minor crack surface undulations. 
• The cracking is most severe on the fireside crown surface of tubing (a surface that is very 

accessible, and enables placement of the imaging plate next to the crack surface). 
• Cracks are orientated perpendicular to tube wall. 
• There are usually many parallel cracks with spacing in the range of 15 to > 20 cracks per 

inch, making them challenging to image accurately by conventional techniques such as 
ultrasonic and potential drop. 

• The oxide has much lower absorption than the low alloy, chromium-steel tube material. 
 

 
 

Figure 1 
Example of Circumferential Thermal Fatigue Cracks. 

 
FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGITAL RADIOGRAPHIC CRACK SIZING 
 
Crack Contrast and Grey Levels 
For notch or crack depth measurement, the local intensity of the remnant X-ray beam at crack 
indications can be compared to the remnant X-ray beam intensity at a location adjacent to the crack. 
The “crack contrast” is related to the differences in the X-ray beam intensity that is measured by X-
ray film or other image collection systems.  For X-ray imaging systems that have a logarithmic 
relationship between the incident beam intensity and the recorded “gray level”, the crack contrast is 
related to the logarithm of the local beam intensities, as shown in Equation 1: 
 
Crack contrast ~ Log (Irem., next to crack) – Log (Irem., crack tip)    (1) 
where, 
 
Irem., next to crack =  Intensity of the remnant X-ray beam after passing through the object at a 

              location adjacent to the crack 
 

Irem., crack tip =  Intensity of the remnant X-ray beam after passing through the object at  
       the crack tip 
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Figure 2 illustrates the graphical relationship between crack contrast and crack (or notch) depth.  
The shallower a crack, the lower the grey level contrast it provides on the X-ray film/detector. Thus, 
the contrast is caused by a difference in path length of X-rays going through the full wall thickness of 
a tube and then going through a reduced wall thickness in the area around a crack. 
Figure 2 also illustrates the effect of accelerating voltage in the X-ray source. A lower accelerating 
voltage gives better crack contrast at shallower crack depths; however, a lower accelerating voltage 
gives less penetration capability compared to a higher voltage, making it less suited for heavier/thick 
walled tubes.  For quantitative crack depth sizing to be successful, an optimization of accelerating 
voltage for each tube wall thickness must be established. 
In order to translate the intensity of X-rays detected on an X-ray film or imaging plate, the concept of 
“grey levels” must be introduced.  X-ray film provides a record of remnant X-ray intensity 
proportional to intensity and exposure time.  Film is then scanned to produce a digital image, or a 
digital imaging plate may be used for the data capture. 

 
Grey Level =  Numerical Measure of Captured X-ray Intensity on Film 

Numerical value is a function of pixel bit size.  To put this into perspective, a 16-bit film 
scanner 

is capable of detecting 65,536 shades of grey, where the human eye may only detect 64 shades of 
grey.  This relationship may be used in depth sizing through the following simple relationship: 
 
Crack Depth ~ Measured Grey Level – Background Grey Level 

The results of the grey level analysis can be seen in Figure 3.  In Figure 3, a cracked tube panel 
is shown with a lead mask around the cracks as a means of sharpening the image.  The plot in 
the upper left of Figure 3 shows the output information plotted as grey level versus distance in 
order to show crack depths. 
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Figure 2 

The Relationship between Crack (Or Notch) Contrast and Depth Sizing. 
 

 
Figure 3 

Grey Level Output from Cracked Tube Panel. 
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Geometric Considerations 
The next most important phenomenon to consider when trying to perform quantitative measurements 
for a digital radiograph are the errors introduced by the geometry of the shot setup and interaction 
with the geometry of the tube panel.  The following is a brief overview of the main points to consider 
[1]: 

1. Axial Offset: When an X-ray beam is projected onto a flat surface, the amplitude of the 
diverging incident beam hitting the surface will become non-uniform since the distance from 
the X-ray source to the object is not constant.  The X-ray beam intensity will be greatest at the 
location where the X-ray source is positioned directly perpendicular to the object being 
radiographed and will continually decrease at all points further away from this nearest 
distance point on the flat surface, as illustrated in Figure 4.  Also, as the axial distance from 
the X-ray source increases, so does the angular distance that the X-rays must pass through the 
tube walls. 

2. Transverse Offset: There is a more complex change in the metal path distance at different 
horizontal positions away from the X-ray beam perpendicular location. An example of the 
effective metal path thickness is illustrated in a ray diagram with the corresponding metal 
thickness measurements in Figure 5. The maxima on the metal thickness plots corresponds to 
the rays that are exactly tangential to the inside diameter of the tube.  Note that the rays form 
a divergent source and are incident on the tube at slightly different angles.  The increased 
effective metal thickness at non-perpendicular angles from the X-ray source results in a 
reduction in the X-ray intensity that is captured by radiographic film.  This results in a non-
linear background intensity (or “grey level”). This must be accounted for when performing 
quantitative crack depth measurements. 

3. Focal Point to Film Distance (FFD): Both the angular offset and the distance from the 
source of the crack tip affect the detected intensity.  The greater the offset, the more the X-
rays pass through metal after passing through the crack.  This extra distance through metal 
serves to further scatter the X-rays and results in a lower detected intensity at the film than 
would have otherwise been the case for X-rays passing through the crack alone.  This leads to 
a maximum allowable axial offset for quantitative digital radiographic shot setups.  As a rule 
of thumb, the maximum axial offset is 1/10 the FFD.  
These constraints lead to a defined area over which the radiographs may be taken in order to 
avoid distortion or artifacts on measured grey levels and calculated crack depths.  The 
accurate fitting of a non-uniform background is essential to accurate crack depth sizing and 
has been one of the key points in the success of the recent work that is presented in this paper.  

 
Figure 4 

Geometrical Considerations for Radiographic Crack Depth Sizing – Axial Offset. 

 
Figure 5 Geometrical Considerations for Radiographic Crack Depth Sizing – Transverse Offset. 
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Calibration Blocks 
The main focus of the current research has been with optimization of a calibration block design that 
may be used in-situ to calibrate the crack tip grey level measured by taping the block to the tube wall 
during exposure to X-rays. This is accomplished by preparing a block with known notch depths in the 
surface produced by electro discharge machining (EDM).  The image contrast developed from these 
known depths can then be used to prepare a grey level contrast versus crack depth plot from the 
measured notches in the tube. The concept is outlined in Figure 6.  Images of the machined blocks – 
one set flat, and one set curved – are shown in Figure 6.  Each of the notches has a 12º crack opening 
angle, is straight sided, and ends in a sharp notch tip at the base to simulate “ideal” circumferential 
thermal fatigue cracks of various depths. The blocks contain EDM notches in the range of 7 to 80% 
tube wall thickness (from 0.018 to 0.200 inch). The block thicknesses were made to be equivalent to 
two tube wall thicknesses minus the thickness of the membrane web above which they are placed and 
the calibration blocks were designed to mimic the metal path length the X-rays would travel through 
in the actual tube to be measured. A cracked panel with calibration blocks attached in the laboratory is 
shown in Figure 7. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6 
Schematic of Flat and Curved Calibration Blocks. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7 
Photograph of Flat Calibration Blocks on Cracked Tubes 

 
An image taken in-situ at a power plant is shown in Figure 8.  This image clearly shows two of the 
calibration blocks between tubes, and the notches in the blocks.  Cracking in this area is difficult to 
see due to the lightness of the radiographic image. 
 

 
 

Figure 8 
Radiographic Image of Calibration Blocks on Tube Panel In Power Plant 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions may be drawn from the results of the optimization experiments: 

• The optimal calibration block thickness should closely match the metal path of the X-rays 
passing through the hot and cold side tube walls. 

• Curved calibration blocks overall have a lower error than flat ones.  
• All errors were on the side of overestimation of crack depth, making this a somewhat 

conservative technique for estimating damage. 
• The use of lead masks in this set of experiments has shown to be of some benefit in increasing 

the sizing accuracy; however, when considering scale-up/field deployment of this technique, 
this may prove to be less practical. The experiments demonstrate what is possible, but further 
work is required to select the most practical parameters. 

• It appears from the data that there may be a trend in crack depth sizing accuracy with the 
depth of the cracks that are being sized. From the data sets collected thus far, it appears that 
the curved calibration blocks are more consistently accurate with shallower cracks, but the 
variation in errors in sizing large cracks is greater than with the flat blocks.  Use of the flat 
calibration blocks provides less accurate measurements than does the curved calibration 
blocks with shallow cracks (showing greater variation in accuracy) but less variability with 
deeper cracks.  However, when results are averaged out over accelerating voltage and 
calibration block thickness, a different scenario is presented.  In short, the authors do not 
believe that there is enough data to show a trend in this characteristic, and further 
experimental data sets should be collected to determine if there even is a trend and what that 
trend may be. 

• Low kV X-ray tube exposures produce increased contrast with thickness and improved gray 
level contrast-based crack depth sizing. 

• Calibration blocks with a thickness that produces slightly higher background dose values than 
at the tube crown locations provide somewhat more accurate depth sizing than thicker 
calibration blocks. This is understandable, because the notches present a larger percentage of 
thickness change. 

• For shallow cracks, flaw depth sizing is enhanced by using curved rather than flat notched 
calibration blocks. 

• For a wide range of shot conditions and calibration blocks, crack depth sizing with an 
accuracy of -0.00 inch to +0.050 inch (-0.00 to +1.27 mm) was achieved. 
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